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(57) ABSTRACT 

In accordance With the present invention, a method for 
creating a system of self-organizing colonies of players 
engaged in turn based games and other social activities 
performed Within a Web broWser is provided. The approach 
described here partitions the game site population into 
distinct colonies With the appropriate activities and design 
such that the players create a community environment. 
Playing online games and chatting are examples of social 
networking activities; therefore, an invention that combines 
self-organizing capabilities to these activities Will enhance 
the social experience. Essentially, the notion becomes a 
game Within a game Where the players change aspects of the 
rules governing the site and the games themselves. In 
particular, tests have demonstrated that game players create 
their oWn distinct communities just as thermodynamic 
theory predicts. 
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0010] This invention relates to the improvement of online 
turn-based, broWser games and the social netWorking activi 
ties such as online chat rooms. A more evolved player 
community results by applying the principles of self-orga 
niZing systems to a social netWorking framework. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0011] Turn-based gaming (sometimes knoWn as tum 
based strategy) is a term of art used Within the online 
Internet community. Players agree to a game, set up the 
initial state of the game, and agree upon a timeout period. 
Each participant plays in turn according to the game rules. 
Once each player has taken his or her turn that round of play 
is over, and any shared processing is performed. This 
procedure repeats to the next round of play. The cycle 
continues until a Winner is declared. 

Internet Games 

[0012] Internet games are games that are played online via 
the Internet. They are distinct from video and computer 
games in that they are normally platform independent, 
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except those games that rely on client-side technologies 
(often called ‘plug-ins’). Normally, all that is required to 
play Internet games are a Web broWser and the appropriate 
plug-in (frequently available for free via the plug-in maker’s 
Website). A game played Within a broWser is often called a 
broWser-based game. 

[0013] There are many different plug-ins used to play 
online games. The Java virtual machine (JVM), ShockWave, 
and Flash are examples of plug-in technology. There are 
specialiZed tools used to create games employing these 
technologies. Games that require plug-ins are usually based 
on the client-side; that is, much of the processing is done by 
the player’s computer instead of the server hosting the game. 

[0014] Server-side games occupy the opposite side of the 
softWare spectrum. They process game play on a server 
instead of the player’s computer. Server-side games are 
typically not as visually appealing as client-side based 
games, but easily compensate With more advanced function 
ality. The server can apply complex rules, compute scores, 
and record all manner of player interactions. Furthermore, it 
is easier to implement multiplayer games With server soft 
Ware. 

BroWser Limitations 

[0015] The elusive goal of online gaming is to create a 
dynamic, responsive interface that alloWs players to interact 
as if they Were playing cards at the kitchen table. It is hard 
to attain the real-time responsiveness one needs to support a 
social function like chatting With all the advantages that 
client-server computing brings. The problem essentially 
boils doWn to limitations of the Internet as vieWed by Web 
broWsers. 

[0016] Though rich in content and media, the Web tends to 
be a traditional one-Way broadcast medium, like radio and 
TV, With the largest number of people being passive infor 
mation consumers. Sharing or publishing information from 
the client side is another matter. People currently use Web 
broWsers to ?nd and read information. Publishing informa 
tion is relatively rare but the requirements are groWing. The 
rapid acceptance of Web logs indicates need. Web logs 
(frequently called blogs) folloWs a bulletin board technique 
Where the users post a message to a server that eventually 
gets added to a common Web page for others to vieW. Most 
online gaming sites that try to incorporate social netWorking 
features like chatting adopt a blog approach. Unfortunately, 
the delays inherent to blogging fall Well short of the dynam 
ics of human conversation. 

[0017] The problem With broWsers supporting chat rooms 
and responsive server-side games is the fact that the Web 
Was not designed to support real-time, peer-to-peer commu 
nication. Web technology essentially folloWs a pull model. 
Web broWsers send HTTP requests (GET, POST) to the Web 
servers and receive contents in response. The model of push 
feeds contents directly from Web servers to Web clients. 
RSS, for example, is a push protocol for headline neWs. 
Generic push, hoWever, has never come to be a protocol for 
the Web. For many people, push Went quiet during the last 
feW years When systems like Marimba and Castanet disap 
peared. 

[0018] Instant messaging (IM) comes closest to approxi 
mating human conversation responsive enough for online 
games. Web broWsers Were not designed to synchroniZe 
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real-time events and manipulate communication sockets in 
the way that instant messaging applications do. 

[0019] Many domain experts have come to the conclusion 
that Web browsers and IM are incompatible because IM 
essentially follows a push model. Some Instant Messaging 
systems do have browser interfaces. For example, there is 
ICQ in Internet Explorer. However, such IM implementa 
tions within a browser are essentially coupling the IM 
program together with the browser via remote-procedural 
calls from within a speci?c operating system (Windows, 
Linux, etc.). They do not operate on, and exchange the 
contents and media of, Web browsers. 

Self-Organization 

[0020] The study of order creation within open thermo 
dynamic systems gave rise to the notion of self-organizing 
systems (SOS) and dissipative structures [Nicolis and Pri 
gogine, 1989]. Ecology provides illustrations of how a SOS 
perspective differs from standard approaches. Scientists are 
interested in how spatial and temporal patterns such as 
patches, boundaries, cycles, and succession arise in com 
plex, heterogeneous communities. Early models of pattern 
formation use a ‘top-down’ approach, meaning the param 
eters describe the higher hierarchical levels of the system. 
For instance, individual trees are not described explicitly, 
but patches of trees are. Or predators are modeled as a 
homogeneous population that uniformly impacts a homoge 
neous prey population. In this way, the population dynamics 
are de?ned at the higher level of the population, rather than 
being the results of activity at the lower level of the 
individual [Ashby, 1962; Eigen and Schuster, 1979; Len 
daris, 1964]. 
[0021] The problem with this top-down approach is that it 
violates two basic features of biological (and many physio 
chemical) phenomena: individuality and locality. Modeling 
a rodent population as a group of rodents with some growth 
and behavior parameters (so-called lumped parameter mod 
els), differences that might exist between individual rodents 
become ignored. Some are big, some are small, some 
reproduce more, and some get eaten more. These small 
differences in the micro-scale can lead to larger differences 
in the macro-scale. For example, changes in the population 
gene frequencies, individual body siZe, or population den 
sities might have cascading effects at still higher levels of 
organization. 

[0022] Humans also self-organiZe information while surf 
ing the Web. Harvesting hyperlinks within HTML pages of 
interest create valuable information than can be further 
utiliZed. Google capitaliZes on this SOS behavior to create 
high quality Web searches. Hyperlinks to information that 
have the high frequency among a world-wide population 
reveal a measure of relevance. Google gages importance of 
underlying information by ?nding the most frequently cited 
hyperlinks related to a given phrase. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0023] In accordance with the present invention, a method 
for creating a system of self-organizing colonies of players 
engaged in turn based games and other socialiZation activi 
ties performed within a web browser is provided. Most web 
sites catering to online gaming are monolithic in nature 
servicing many thousands up to several million players 
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simultaneously. The approach described here partitions the 
game site population into distinct colonies with the appro 
priate activities and design such that the players create a 
community environment. In the aggregate, the total gaming 
population using the same machinery described here may be 
in the millions, the siZe of the individual colonies will be 
restricted to a few hundred. 

[0024] Playing online games and chatting are examples of 
social networking activities; therefore, an invention that 
combines self-organizing capabilities to these activities will 
enhance the social experience. Essentially, the notion 
becomes a game within a game where the players change 
aspects of the rules governing the site and the games 
themselves. In particular, tests have demonstrated that game 
players create their own distinct communities just as ther 
modynamic theory predicts. Self-organization in the colo 
nies can become manifested in several ways. Selecting a 
colony might be based on player characteristics. Possibilities 
for segregation are: 

[0025] Available games 

[0026] games of chance versus strategy 

[0027] card games or board games 

[0028] Competition versus sociability 

[0029] Demographic factors such as age 

[0030] Common interests like sports, hobbies, or poli 
t1cs 

[0031] Referral based membership 

[0032] Paid versus free membership 

Players can adjust the rules of the colonies. Possible 
examples: 

[0033] Maximum time between turns 

[0034] Speci?c game rules or variations in games 

[0035] Tournament rules 

[0036] Available shops/portals/blogs 

[0037] Maximum number of players allowed within a 
game room 

[0038] Limits on player behavior 

The ability to fashion online communities represents a 
powerful attraction to Internet users. The game play 
becomes more intimate where users get to know each 
other as in any other social club. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0039] FIG. 1 is a schematic of the invention comprising 
of a web server, an image server, and a database server 
transferring chat room content to a plurality of client web 
browsers. 

[0040] FIG. 2 is an illustration of a world map that 
provides a gateway to a plurality of settlements and colonies 
that self-organiZe. 

[0041] FIG. 3 is a schematic of the components supporting 
a self-organizing colony comprising of desktop, colony map, 
avatar controls, messaging system, and rules engine. 

[0042] FIG. 4 is a screen shot of the user’s desktop. 










